
Railway System In Pandemic



FACTS AROUND THE WORLD

Railway station builds new lines amid COVID-19 pandemic in 
North China to increase social distancing

UK rail companies reduce services and modify the timetables 
in Covid-19 pandemic.

India passenger crowd on the railway station to reach 
their home amid the Covid-19 pandemic.

New Jersey Transit is stepping up preventive measures in 
disinfecting its stations and railcars.



User walks to 
the Bus stop 

wearing mask 
and gloves
 Alarmed 

User waits for the 
bus practising the 
social distancing 

himself
Agitated

The bus takes 
him to a school, 
near the station

Relieved
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 Analysis after finding the pain points

• To wait in sunlight for documentation   
   and screening test
• Crowded queue
• Uncomfortable and anxious

• No Social distancing on
   platform
• Wait for long hours

• Crowd nearby
• No social distancing
• No food and water provided

He waits in a 
queue for long 

hours for checkup
Conscious

Documentation 
and Screening are 
done in the school 

premises 
Alarmed

He is taken from 
the school to the 
station without 

social distancing 
 Frightened

He waits at the 
platform for 6 
hours, as the 

train is delayed
Conscious

Train arrives, he 
takes a seat and 

the journey 
starts

Relieved

JOURNEY INSIGHTS
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WHY IS IT AN URGENT PROBLEM?

Large groups of people are stranded at different locations who need to be 
transported to their desired destination safely. If the safety protocols are not 
up to standard then there is a risk of transmitting the virus.
With the population so big, and people travelling in mass, a solution must be 
provided for safe transportation in pandemics.

How might we offer the  Railways an optimal system
ensuring the safety of the passengers?
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To avoid the unnecessary turbulence of people for searching their seats one way flow has been adopted in our system design. 
 



Shade for harsh
environment

Compulsory
mask

PPE kit for
railway staff Chairs placement

manitaining distance

Entry to the
platform area

Block people with
higher temperatures

Maintain social distance
with the help of squares

Monitoring passengers
from a safer distance
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Colors directing to
the platform

Display boards, colored signboards
help the passenger navigate

to their platform.

Each Platform with it’s 
own designated colour

Follow the colored footsteps
to reach your platform



Color coded
foorprints

Color directing
specific platform

Entry only

Exit only

The entry and exit of passenger inside train will be permitted only 
through single door.

This system will helpful at the intermediate stations where few people 
need to exit and few need to enter the trains.

The footprint guides to island platform and has same color coding as 
on the app screen.

The arrival and departure of trains have to be managed such that a 
single train will arrive on island platform at a time.

ONE WAY FLOW



The Raah app is a digital platform connecting different stakeholders. It offers real-time information of the Indian railway station.

RAAH APP

Crowd density shown 
via red dots

Real time data update 
through GPS access

Proper Train  Details on 
every screen

App reminds us to sanitize 
yourself after intervals

Self assessment bot checks
our health condition

Medical emergency, Security 
Issues, Baggage Claims

Navigation for  the ease 
of passenger movement 
in the station premises



The app offers an interactive color play, changing as per your platform.
Passenger without smart phones are given with QR coded color ticket on the counter. 

QR SCREEN

Proper Elaborated Passenger 
Details on every screen

Color footsteps indicate to 
reach the particular platform

Color of screen changes 
according to the platform 

color



How do i reach 
my platform?

oh..I need to match 
the color of the QR 

code with the color of 
the footprints.

Man...that was 
easy!

4
•The Platforms of the station are color coded.

•A colour on your QR code represents the
 Platform and the color of the footsteps.

Nature‛s call !!
Hope there is no 

queue for the 
washroom. 

•Tap on the NAVIGATION feature.
•Locate the Washrooms nearby you on the 

railway station.

Phew... i am glad i 
was able to avoid 
this huge crowd.

•Check on the map if there is a crowd near 
the washrooms or your path.

•Red dots denote the people on railway 
station, more the dots, the more is the 

crowd density.
•If the crowd density is high, avoid the 

path.

Navigation Feature: 

User reaching Platform: 

APP IN USE



IMPACT
People are happy and they can safely reach their 
desired destination.

Random people like the thieves, terrorist, people 
without ticket cannot enter the system as the 
transparency is maintained.

Safety of the railway staff and passengers on the 
platform is ensured.

In any pandemic situations, this solution can be  
implemented and is safer.
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For Explanatory Video

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zY64n5BDzk4R6FknhEeUVsQoAhMtEZat/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zY64n5BDzk4R6FknhEeUVsQoAhMtEZat/view?usp=sharing

